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Abstract—In this paper, a low-computation-cycle and energy-
efficient design of input-decimation technique for the recursive
inverse discrete Fourier transform (RIDFT) algorithm is pro-
posed for the high-speed broadband communication systems.
It is crucial that the input-decimation technique is presented
to decrease the number of input sequences for the recursive
filter so that the computation cycle of RIDFT can be shortened
to meet the computing time requirement (3.6 μs). Therefore,
the input-decimation RIDFT algorithm is able to carry out at
least 55.5% reduction of the total computation cycles compared
with the considered algorithms. Holding the advantages of input-
decimation technique, the computational complexities of the real-
multiplication and -addition are reduced to 41.3% and 22.2%,
respectively. Finally, the physical implementation results show
that the core area is 0.37×0.37 mm2 with 0.18 μm CMOS process.
The power consumption is 5.16 mW with the supply voltage of
1.8 V and the operating clock of 40 MHz. The proposed design
can achieve 258 million of computational efficiency per unit area
(CEUA) and really outperform the previous works.

Index Terms—recursive inverse discrete Fourier transform
(RIDFT), orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)

I. INTRODUCTION

The recursive discrete Fourier transform (RDFT)/inverse

DFT (RIDFT) has been widely used in many fields of

digital signal processing including dual-tone multi-frequency

(DTMF) detection [1]–[3] and digital radio mondiale (DRM)

receiver [4]–[9]. These works [2][3][5]–[9] had presented

the RDFT/RIDFT designs with low computation cycle, low

computational complexity and high area efficiency in the last

decade. The module-sharing and the register-splitting schemes

for RDFT/RIDFT design [2] were presented to reduce the

number of multipliers and to cut the critical path, respectively.

Van et al. [3] revised Goertzel formula [10] to offer an

RDFT/RIDFT architecture constructed by a pre-processing, a

recursive discrete cosine transform and a recursive sine trans-

form for yielding the computation cycle of N2/2. Depending

on the module-sharing and the register-splitting, Lai et al. [5]

rewrote Goertzel formula to present an RDFT/RIDFT archi-

tecture with symmetric property for achieving the computation

cycle of (N/2 − 1) · (N + 1). Based on the kernel of [5]

with the factor decomposition, a series of the RDFT/RIDFT

evolutions were presented such as the dual-RDFT [6] (2-RDFT

This work was supported in part by Ministry of Science and Technology,
Taiwan, under Grant MOST 104-2218-E-346-001, 106-2622-8-008-006-TA,
106-2221-E-008-099-MY3 and 107-2622-8-008-005-TA.

kernels), the multi-RDFT [7] (3-RDFT kernels), the folded-

RDFT [8] (an iterative operation of single RDFT kernel) and

the hybrid architecture [9] (a configurable hardware module

used for RDFT and radix-22 FFT).
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Fig. 1. Beamforming technique using RIDFT for broadband communication
systems [11].

Considering the beamforming tracking for IEEE 802.11n

OFDM receiver [11] as shown in Fig. 1, an RIDFT situated

at the backward path fulfills the decision error transformation

from the frequency domain to the time domain for the weight

updating of beamforming. The major motivation for applying

RIDFT to do the beamforming tracking in OFDM receiver

is described as (1) No need an extra inverse FFT (IFFT)

placed at the backward path, (2) Real-time processing without

input storage during the packet reception, and (3) Execution

time of RIDFT ≤ 3.6 μs since an OFDM symbol duration

with the normal/short guard interval is 4.0/3.6 μs. Referring

to the specifications of DTMF [1] and DRM/DRM+ [4], the

requirement of the execution time is exactly from 2.5 to 40 ms.

Therefore, these designs [6][7][8][9] (80∼384 μs) can not be

applied to the beamforming tracking for IEEE 802.11n OFDM

receiver.

In this paper, an input-decimation technique is proposed

to derive RIDFT algorithm and then to yield the low-

computation-cycle and the energy-efficient design of RIDFT

for beamforming tracking of OFDM receiver. This paper is

organized as follows. The proposed RIDFT algorithm using

the input-decimation technique and the symmetric property is

derived in Section II. The hardware design is described in

Section III. Both computational- and hardware-complexity of

the presented input-decimation RIDFT algorithm compared

with the considered algorithms [3][5]–[9] are discussed in

Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.
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II. PROPOSED RECURSIVE IDFT ALGORITHM

It is crucial that the input-decimation technique is proposed

to minimize the number of input sequences of recursive

filter for obtaining the low computation cycle and the energy

efficient design of RIDFT algorithm.

A. Input-Decimation Technique for RIDFT

The input tones are decimated in radix-M first and hence

the M decimated tones are combined with the corresponding

twiddle factors (TWFs) with phase-difference π
M to form an

aggregated tone that is fed into the recursive filter.

1) Decimation-by-M : The N -point IDFT with decimation-

by-M approach can be derived as

xn =
N−1∑
k=0

Xk·W−kn
N =

N
M −1∑
k=0

Fn,kW
−kn
N (1)

where n and k are the sample- and tone-index in the time- and

frequency-domain, respectively. N and M are integers, where

M is a factor of N . The Fn,k is defined as an aggregated tone

and given as

Fn,k =Xk +X(k+ N
M )·W−n( N

M )

N +X(k+2 N
M )·W−k(2 N

M )

N

+ · · ·+X[k+(M−1) N
M ]·W−n[(M−1) N

M ]

N (2)

Each aggregated tone is the summation of the M decimated

tones with corresponding TWFs. The Fn,k is the kernel

operation of the input-decimation technique.

2) Derivation of Recursive Form: It is clear that the original

N input tones in (1) are shortened to N/M aggregated tones.

In order to derive the recursive form, equation (1) can be

reformulated as a convolution operation and given as

xn =
0∑

k= N
M −1

Fn,( N
M −1−k)·W−( N

M −1−k)n

N

= W
− N

M n

N ·
⎡
⎣
⎛
⎝

N
M −1∑
k=0

Fn,( N
M −1−k)·W kn

N

⎞
⎠ ·Wn

N

⎤
⎦

= W−n
M ·

[
((· · · ((Fn,0·Wn

N + Fn,1)·Wn
N + Fn,2) ·Wn

N

+ · · ·+ Fn, N
M −2)·Wn

N + Fn, N
M −1)·Wn

N

]
(3)

where W−n
M is defined as an output TWF. The difference

equation inside the brackets of (3) is modelled as the recursive

form and the intermediate output Sn,k is described as

Sn,k = (Sn,k−1 + Fn,k) ·Wn
N , k = 0, 1, · · · , N

M
− 1 (4)

where Sn,−1 = 0. Hence, a single DFT output is acquired

by sampling Sn,k at cycle time k = (N
M − 1) as well as

multiplying with W−n
M , and given as

xn =W−n
M · Sn,k

∣∣∣k= N
M −1 (5)

Therefore, the computation cycle of a single DFT output is

(N
M−1) excluding that of input-decimation as derived in (2). In

view of the signal flow graph (SFG) formation, the z-domain

transfer function (TF) of (5) can be derived as

Hn(z) =
Xn(z)

Sn(z)
·Sn(z)

Fn(z)
= W−n

M ·
{

Wn
N

1−W−n
N z−1

}

=W−n
M ·

{
Wn

N − z−1

1− 2 cos
(
2πn
N

)
z−1 + z−2

}
(6)

The equation inside the braces of (6) can be realized by a

second order recursive filter. The SFG of (6) is shown in Fig.

2 (a) excluding the related paths of HN−n(z).
3) Symmetric Property: Based on the symmetric property

on TWFs, the hardware complexity and the computation cycle

of RIDFT can be simultaneously relaxed. For the hardware-
saving, the symmetrical TF HN−n can be derived as

HN−n(z) =W
−(N−n)
M ·

{
W−n

N − z−1

1− 2 cos
(
2πn
N

)
z−1 + z−2

}
(7)

The denominator inside the braces of (7) is the same as that of

(6). Hence, the implementations of Hn(z) and HN−n(z) can

concurrently share the same feedback path. Then, both TFs

can be merged into single SFG as shown in Fig. 2 (a).

For the computation-cycle-shortening, the aggregated tone

of input-decimation RIDFT has the symmetrical feature de-

scribe as FN−n,k = Fn,k, where it is true iff N is a power of

2 and n is even except for n = 0 and N/2. Both xn and xN−n

can be concurrently obtained at this situation. For N = 64 and

M = 4, the recursive filter can yield 23.4% reduction of the

computation cycle.

4) Discussion: For the computational complexity, the

decimation factor M can not be arbitrarily expanded to reduce

the number of aggregated tones since the kernel operation of

input-decimation will induce plenty of computational com-

plexities. For N = 64, the computational complexity of the

input-decimation as described in (2) for M = 2, 4, 8 and 16
is illustrated in Fig. 2 (c). Apparently, there is no physical

multiplication for M = 2 and 4 because the TWFs are equal

to ±1 and ±j. For the computation cycle, the recursive

filter only requires N/M sequences to compute single IDFT

output. Therefore, the reduction of computation cycle (ηcycle)

is (1 − 1
M )×100%, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 2 (c),

without applying the symmetric property.

Although a large M is able to increase ηcycle of the

recursive filter, requiring a large number of computations for

the input-decimation kernel is a fatal issue. The selection of

M is a trade-off between the computational complexity of

the input-decimation kernel and the computation cycle of the

recursive filter. Therefore, M = 4 is appropriate to realize the

input-decimation technique for RIDFT algorithm. Without loss

of generality, the derivation of the input-decimation RIDFT

can be completely applied to that of RDFT.

III. HARDWARE DESIGN CONSIDERATION

A. Architecture Design

The hardware architecture of the decimation-by-4 RIDFT is

illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). For the beamforming application as
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Fig. 2. (a) Signal flow graph and (b) hardware architecture of the proposed input-decimation RIDFT, where the recursive-filter and the output-stage are enclosed
by dash- and dash-dot line, respectively. The dash-line triangles express the non-physical multiplications for ±1 and ±j. (c) Computational complexity of
input-decimation kernel.

shown in Fig. 1, the input and the output sequences are the

subcarrier decision error Ek in the frequency domain and the

decision error sample en in the time domain, respectively. The

related hardware considerations are described as below.
1) Pre-Processor and Decimation-Buffer: The pre-

processor is employed to mainly perform decimation-by-4

operation and to generate the aggregated tone given as

Fn,k = Xk +X(k+N
4 )·W−N

4 n

N +X(k+N
2 )·W−N

2 n

N

+X(k+ 3N
4 )·W− 3N

4 n

N (8)

where W
−N

4 n

N = (j)n, W
−N

2 n

N = (−1)n and W
− 3N

4 n

N =
(−j)n. Due to the periodical property of TWFs, the aggre-

gated tones also have the periodical feature described as

Fn,k = F(n mod 4),k. Therefore, for N = 64, it only requires

64 aggregated tones, such as F0,k, F1,k, F2,k and F3,k ∀
k = 0, · · · , 15, to calculate all RIDFT outputs. There are

four pre-processors to compute their own aggregated tones.

All aggregated tones are stored in the decimation-buffer. The

size of the decimation-buffer is N that is derived as (M ·NM ).
All RIDFT outputs are acquired from M -group and each group

has N
M aggregated tones.

2) Recursive-Filter and Output-Stage: The retiming reg-

isters denoted “Reg” as illustrated in the right side of the

recursive filter are used to split the critical path. The critical

period of the recursive filter is equal to Tm + 2Ta, where Tm

and Ta express the computing times of the multiplier and the

adder, respectively.
In order to reduce the hardware complexity, the module-

folding and -sharing techniques are employed to decrease the

number of multipliers in the recursive-filter. The TWFs (W±n
N )

in the feedforward path of RIDFT can be decomposed as

cos(·) and sin(·) terms, where the cos(·) term is identical to

that of feedback path. Therefore, both cos(·) terms can be

folded together. In view of an efficient hardware design, only

one multiplier is realized to fulfill both cos(·)- and sin(·)-
multiplication since the sin(·)-multiplication is only active at

k = N
4 −1. For the output-stage, there is no physical multiplier

because W−n
4 and W

−(N−n)
4 are equal to ±1 or ±j ∀ n.

B. System Model and Physical Design
The system parameters for IEEE 802.11n high throughput

mode with bandwidth of 20 MHz are described as follows: N

(IDFT/DFT point) = 64; fΔ (subcarrier spacing) = 312.5 kHz;

Nd/Np (data/pilot subcarrier) = 52/4; Tu (IDFT/DFT duration)

= 3.2 μs; Tg (normal/short guard interval) = 0.8/0.4 μs; Ts

(OFDM symbol duration with normal/short guard interval) =

4.0/3.6 μs; and T (sample duration in the time domain) =

0.05 μs. Therefore, the execution time of RIDFT has to be less

than 3.6 μs no matter which guard interval (normal or short) is

chosen. In order to meet the design target, the 8 partial outputs

(POs) of RIDFT are used for updating the beamforming weight

ŵm since its execution time is equivalent to 3.3 μs.

0.37 mm

0.
37

 m
m

0.98 mm

0.
98

 m
m

Fig. 3. Layout of input-decimation RIDFT.

The physical implementation for the input-decimation

RIDFT with decimation-by-4 is also fulfilled with the standard

cell-based design flow using Taiwan semiconductor manufac-

turing company (TSMC) 0.18 μm CMOS general purpose

process. The Verilog register transfer language (RTL) is syn-

thesized by Design Compiler using the worst case with the

slow-slow process corner and the supply voltage of 1.8 V to

meet the timing constrained of 25 ns. The automatic placement

& routing (APR) is realized by IC Compiler. The chip layout

is shown in Fig. 3 and the physical design is summarized in

Table I.

IV. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON

For the computational complexity, it is a realization in-

dicator to demonstrate the computational feature for various

RDFT/RDIFT algorithms as illustrated in Table II. It is well-

known that the upper bound for computation cycle, real

multiplication and addition for Goertzel [10] is N(N + 1),
2N(N + 3) and 4N(N + 2), respectively. For the input-

decimation RIDFT with decimation-by-4, the quantities of
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computation cycles, real multiplications and additions are

reduced to the levels of 3N2/16, 3N2/8 and 3N2/4, respec-

tively. For N = 64, the reduction percentages achieved by the

input-decimation RIDFT algorithm can reach 78.4%, 80.6%
and 77.8% for the computation cycle, real multiplication and

addition, respectively, compared with [10].

TABLE I
PHYSICAL DESIGN SUMMARY FOR INPUT-DECIMATION RIDFT.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

M

NN

NN NN NN

NNN

N

mmNc cmN cmN

-mm
cNNc

mmm
cNNc

cNmcN

mcN

cNmcN

mcN

mmc
ccm

mmN
ccN

NN NN
NN

NNNN
NN NN

N

TABLE III
HARDWARE RESOURCE

Tm Ta

Tm Ta

Tm Ta
Tm Ta

Tm Ta

Tm Ta

Tm Ta

In view of an impartial comparison in the reduction ef-

ficiency, only single RDFT module designs [3][5] are con-

sidered as the objects of comparison. For N = 64, the

input-decimation RIDFT algorithm can reach 56.2%/55.5%,

80.6%/58.7% and 77.8%/78.3% of reduction efficiency

(η1/η2) in the computation cycle, real multiplication and

addition, respectively, compared with [3]/[5].

For the hardware resource, it is also a realization indicator

to exhibit the implementation cost for various RDFT/RIDFT

architectures as shown in Table III. The input-decimation

RIDFT only requires one multiplier, which is the least number

of multipliers compared with the others. The multiplier is

realized by a constant multiplier [12] combined with TWFs

in place of a physical multiplier and a coefficient ROM. The

pre-processing and the recursive filter require 8- and 10-adder,

respectively.
The input storage is also a crucial component that stores the

input sequences to iteratively calculate the required outputs of

recursive filter. It is meaningful to include the input storage in

their designs [3][5][6][7]. The input-decimation RIDFT does

not require input storage, but it need a temporal storage to keep

the aggregated tones for computing the required outputs of

recursive filter. Also, it is significant to have a coefficient ROM

[3][5][6] for storing TWFs including cos (·) and sin (·). The

hard-wired realizations [7][8][9] for TWFs are an alternative

approach in place of the coefficient ROM. The critical period

for various RDFT/RIDFT architectures is shown in the right-

side of Table III. The critical period for the hybrid architecture

[9] is equivalent to Tm + 3Ta. Besides, the critical period for

the other designs is equal to Tm + 2Ta.
For the performance comparison of physical design for

various RDFT/RIDFT implementations as shown in Table IV,

the normalized area, the DFTs/Energy and the computational

efficiency per unit area (CEUA) [9] are used to examine these

physical designs, and described as

Normalized Area =
Area

(Tech./0.18 μm)
2 (9)

DFTs

Energy
=

(Tech./0.18 μm)×(Volt./1.8 V)
2

Power×Exec. Time/(DFT point)2×103
(10)

CEUA =
DFTs/Energy

Normalized Area
(11)

In order to do a fair comparison, both technology and supply

voltage are normalized by 0.18 μm and 1.8 V, respectively,

for different technologies and supply voltages. For unifying

the calculation of DFTs/Energy, the execution time is also

normalized by the square of DFT-point regardless of the dual-

RDFT [6] (2-RDFT kernels working in parallel processing),

the multi-RDFT [7] (3-RDFT kernels operating in two-stage

processing and working in parallel processing at the second

stage), the folded-RDFT [8] (an iterative operation of single

RDFT kernel) and the hybrid architecture [9] (a configurable

hardware module used for radix-22 FFT and RDFT).
Obviously, the input storage is not involved in these re-

alizations [5][6][7] so that the practical chip area and power

consumption for these designs are more than those as shown in

Table IV, which means that both DFTs/Energy and CEUA will

be smaller. From DFTs/Energy point of view, for N = 256, the

multi-RDFT [7] and the hybrid architecture [9] are around 1.7

and 2.6 times better than that of the proposed input-decimation

RIDFT. The main reason for [7] is that it has 3-RDFT kernels

inside, where the first one is in the first-stage and the other two

RDFTs work in parallel in the second-stage. The primary rea-

son for [9] is that it is not a pure RDFT design. For N = 256,

the hybrid architecture is only configured as radix-22 single-

path delay feedback (SDF) FFT to perform entire operation
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL DESIGN FOR VARIOUS RDFT/RIDFT ARCHITECTURES

N

and the execution time is proportional to N
4 log4N , not N2.

Finally, in view of the hardware computational efficiency of

unit area cost, the proposed input-decimation RIDFT is able

to reach 258 million of CEAU and really outperform to the

previous designs [3][5]–[9].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the input-decimation RIDFT with decimation-

by-4 is primarily presented for the weight updating of beam-

forming tracking for OFDM receiver. The input-decimation

approach not only shortens the number of computation cycles

but also reduces the number of computational complexities

for RIDFT algorithm. The computation cycle of the proposed

RIDFT algorithm is really decreased so that it can yield at least

55.5% reduction of total computation cycles compared with

the considered algorithms. Besides, taking advantages of the

input-decimation technique, the computational complexities

of real multiplication and addition are reduced to 41.3%
and 22.2%, respectively. Finally, the execution time of the

proposed design can reach several μs-level, such as 3.3 μs

with 8 partial outputs. The physical implementation results

show that the core area is 0.137 mm2 with 0.18 μm CMOS

process. The power consumption is 5.16 mW with the supply

voltage of 1.8 V and the operating clock of 40 MHz. The

proposed design achieves 258 million of CEUA and is indeed

superior to the previous works.
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